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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Ferguson House, situated on Chestnut Hill Road near Newark, reflects the development 
of building techniques from the late-eighteenth, early nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Stylistically, the two-story, two-bay southwest portion of the residence was constructed 
between 1790 and 1810. This single pile, frame section, presently covered with asphalt 
siding features an interior end chimney, box cornice and field stone foundation. Unlike the 
other portions of this structure, its framing consists of mortise and tenon joining. This 
section has a full basement.

A Tower, two-stdryj orie^room'secti'oh 1 ad joining "the earlier structure retatns its 1 
original'Six-ovef^six doub'Te hung sash r wihdows and'interior end chimney.~ Examination of the 
original^hardware 'found ::within"thfs area and its building techniques suggests a construction 
date of abo'ut 1835. V A basement'has been added under this secti6nMn this century to house heating equipment. --.- -.   .    - . - , • - -' ^

Around the turn of the century, a third addition was attached to the residence, 
a one-story, two-bay section and presently contains kitchen and bathroom facilities.

It is

The interior of this modest, middle-class residence retains its original moulded door 
and window surrounds, baseboard trim, four paneled doors and painted fireplace mantels.

The southwest staircase wall within the earliest-known section retains its originaT 
verticle sheathing with beaded edge. The staircase railing features square balusters and 
handrail and terminates with a columnar newel post surmounted by a Ionic capital with egg- 
and-dart motif, .....,..,,.,. ,- -,

Seyeral .aoldi^ional. .buildings,.are.on.the property; however, all have been erected by the 
present occupants who have owned'the property since 1948. Included are a one-story frame 
and concrete block combination garage and small machine shop, and .three smaller wooden sheds. 
With the exception of some present use for storage, the sheds have essentially been abandoned 
since .ppultry and farming operations were ceased. ,..=....

Although the nominated property and a smaller adjoining parcel retain much of their 
rural characteristics, the general area is heavily developed as numerous residential 
communities have been built along Delaware Route 4 (Chestnut Hill Road). In the immediate 
vicinity of the nominated property, residential development is situated to the north (rear) 
and west, and a 215-unit subdivision development occupies land across the Delaware Route 4 
roadway. A main entrance road of the subdivision "T" intersects with Delaware Route 4 
directly in front\ of the nominated structure. The structure is precariously situated only 
15 feet from the edge of the Delaware Route 4 roadway.
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Th,e Ferguson, House is characteristic of the,srjia.ll .s^cale, vernacular architecture of the 
early nlnefqenth ,century. s 'Because; of its .loca-fjo.n, in a highly devje,1 oped part:, of the ,, ,, , r, 
state,' It, .is  .one.ol.^he .few .i^.^Ke.'.Jj^neaia.te yi^i'oit^.s'.tt1'!^
Whi1e, ithej l lnt:eip,ii6r>Jtirltrn,'i> s^not; ;el.abor,ate v ,'jt js^ptcal 6sf nth,at!used, by small 'landowners . t ' h 
of the period,'and attractive in its simplicity.      *     / !; ( , /: .',- ' • ~l,\

This dwelling, characterized by three distinct periods of construction, reflects the 
development of building techniques from the late eighteenth, early nineteenth, and 
twentieth centuries. The interior trim and construction details suggest that the two- 
story, two-bay section was constructed between 1790 and 1810. Original hardware on the 
interior door joining this section with the lower, two-story, two-bay section suggests 
tfh^t the addition was constructed about 1835. The deep fireplace and very simple trim 
indicate that it was intended for use as a kitchen. Finally, around the turn of the 
twentieth century, a one-story, two-bay section, containing kitchen and bathroom facilities 
was added. However, despite the increase in the size of the structure over time, no 
significant changes were made to the original construction of each section. Thus, the 
Ferguson House is a significant survival from the first half of the nineteenth century.

Although the area surrounding the house and its gfou'nds ha's undergone severe g'ro'und 
disturbance due to development in the last twenty years, the activity areas associated 
with the occupation of thelibuse throughout' its nistd>y rha's 'not1 beenTaTt'erea1 , exdept Tn 
the roadway immediately in front of the house. Thus it should be possible to recover 
significant socio-cultural information about the small landowner in the early nineteenth 
century, a period and class for which we currently have little comparative data.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

The property nominated is a rectangular lot with roughly 245 feet fronting the 
edge of the two lane Delaware Route 4 (Chestnut Hill Road). The depth^pf the property 
from highway right-of-way is approximately 610 feet. The property is bounded to the 
north and west by residential properties and to the east by public-owned open land. A 
New Castle County property map is attached. The nominated property is identified as 
parcel *2.
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THE EVALUATED SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS PROPERTY WITHIN THE STATE IS: 

NATIONAL__ STATE___ LOCAL ^1 ̂  ^

As the designated State Historic Preservatiqn Officer for the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-665), I 
hereby nominate this property for inclusion in the National Register and certify that it has been evaluated according to the 
criteria and procedures set forth by the National Park Service.,
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